Drivers at Work
Building an Effective and Sustainable Super User Network at Fluor
by Michael Doane, with Julie Stokes

End User Neglect is Rampant (and Costly)
In 1990, a good friend of mine helped an Australian company go live with SAP R/2. Eight years later,
he was called back to the client for new work on SAP R/3. In the course of his project, he spent time
with many of the people he had worked with before and in the course of a pub conversation he learned
that despite a move from R/2 to R/3 and two subsequent upgrades, the users had received zero
refresher training throughout the eight years. The effect, they said, was that through time they felt
more and more intimidated (‘hemmed in”) by the applications software and were using less
functionality than in previous years. This intimidation only increased with each new change in
functionality.
His account of this experience was my first exposure to the neglect of end users in a long-term
deployment of applications software. Clients presume that, once-trained, their end user population
will self-perpetuate the knowledge base as if the song remained the same. But with each change to a
business process, each upgrade, each customization, and each reorganization, the lyrics change and
the user chorus grows ugly.
This is all the more disconcerting because, armed with SAP applications, end users are vastly more
empowered than they were with traditional stand-alone applications. With SAP integration, a single
cause will have multiple effects. This change increases the volume of user competency or lack thereof.
In 2002, while speaking at a searchSAP event in London I hand-polled an audience of 328 attendees
asking if any of them had provided any formal end user refresher training in the previous year. No
hands were raised. The audience burst into embarrassed laughter. We knew that the joke was on us.
My awareness of how badly end users are neglected in the SAP installed base only grew through time
and this awareness was centered by a haunting statistic that emerged from a joint study that I did with
RWD Technologies. The statistic is the addition of sub-standard and failing = 76%.
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Over the years, most clients have remained in denial when it comes to end user neglect and such denial
only deepens the negative results. One source of denial is the presumption that “there is no ROI to end
user training’. Really? There is certainly a drain of money when end users are clueless.
How much does a help desk call cost your firm? What if that call is about sales order entry and you lose
the sales order? How much does low morale amongst your users cost you? I know of one company
that lost a fortune because the user members involved in order fulfillment turnaround did not know
their individual roles in the business process and could not keep turnaround at a minimum.
It is not necessary to offer full-scale end user refresher training. What is necessary is to provide users
the means to keep up their skills, their morale, and their understanding of their role in fulfilling a
business process. In pursuit of excellence in this regard, I have made a number of discoveries through
a combination of primary research and new industry contacts, all of which contribute to this case study.
For more on this subject, read “Your Users are Suffering and
Your Business is Failing: The Cost of SAP User Neglect” at
www.michaeldoane.com

The SAP End User Maturity Assessment
In 2010, while in the midst of a three-webinar campaign with SAP on this same subject, I made the
acquaintance of Julie Stokes, the SAP Training Strategist at Fluor and the leader of ASUG’s
Documentation and Training Special Interest Group. Julie kindly agreed to be the beta client for a selfassessment tool that I had recently developed. This tool, The SAP End User Maturity Assessment,
provides a denial-proof diagnostic regarding the state of end user supports. Given that Julie is
responsible for 4,500 end users across the globe, the assessment promised to be an effective means
for her to gain a viable assessment of their status.
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The foundation of the assessment is a model is derived from the best practices that I have observed
since 2001 as well as findings from primary research. These practices exceed the simple plane of SAP
skills and extend to a more business-oriented dimension.
Prior to undergoing such an assessment, most clients presume that the user population is in decent
stead. One glance at the model is usually sufficient all by itself to change their point of view.

It would be onerous and costly to bringing in consultants for such an assessment and the credibility
and value of outsiders may be dubious. This exercise is a self-assessment relying on the collective
wisdom of a client group. Thus, Julie selected 60 respondents from her firm with a mix of
representative end users and end user support staff. Each respondent was assigned a response
"weight" as some had a greater 360 degree view than others. Julie then sent an e-mail to each of the
respondents with a link to a 37 statement "survey" asking them to provide their agreement or
disagreement to Fluor's adherence to each best practice. Answers were one a defined scale of 1
(absolutely disagree) to 10 (absolutely agree) while 5 was either "don't know" or "neither agree nor
disagree". It took each of the respondents between fifteen and twenty minutes to complete the survey.
Since on the response scale, 6 = slightly agree, 7 = agree, and 8 = strongly agree, over-all results that
are in the 7 to 8 range are positive while results that are less than 6 are disappointing.
Fluor’s results were mostly impressive.
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Fluor exceeded the "par" of 7.5 for Planning, Readiness, and Training, and was slightly under par for
Stable Operations and the Expert Plane. In fact, Fluor would have exceeded par for these levels if not
for a serious downfall in three super user practices.
A key diagnostic from the assessment program is a roadmap that is derived quite simply by listing the
worst results in ascending order. As can be seen below, three of four super user best practices that
were tested received the lowest results in the entire assessment.

The obvious diagnostic for Fluor = rebuild the super user network.
While the definition of a super user will vary depending upon each organization's charter for
their contribution, the following is a generally accepted summary:
•

A super user is an end user who has in-depth knowledge of SAP system functions and
respective business processes utilizing SAP. This individual serves as a "go to" person with the
function to answer specific system functionality and business process questions. This person
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also provides frequent mentoring to raise the competency level of a chosen number of end
users.
•

A super user also works closely with the relevant business process owner to provide input that
will guide business process improvement from the ground level.

In an ideal environment, super users are seen as key collaborators with business stakeholders.
Fluor went live with SAP in 2001 at which time a super user program was instituted that addressed the
first paragraph of the above definition.
As Julie puts it: "During the implementation project and immediately after go-live there was a vibrant
and active Super User community. Participants were the local experts and served all relevant Super
User functions very well. For a while, the program continued successfully on its own. Super Users are,
after all, naturally driven to help others and provide feedback to the project team. But there was
nobody managing the program, so when Super Users left the company or moved jobs they were not
replaced. The Super Users were not given any way to interact with each other, keep their knowledge
up to date, or provide feedback to the experts.
"The program died slowly until all that was left was a stale list of Super Users who weren't really feeling
very 'super' at all. Ask any End User who their Super User is and they probably couldn't even tell you
what a Super User is much less who represents them. This was apparent in the results of the SAP End
User Maturity Assessment."
In our common research, assisted by SAP and by ASUG, Julie and I had learned about the key
impediments to a successful Super User program:
1. Super users being told by their supervisors to “stick to their real jobs”
2. Lack of succession planning
3. Lack of super user support and/or respect.
In gratitude for her help in testing out the End User Maturity Assessment program and out of a desire
to learn more about building a sustainable Super User Network, I offered to help Julie, pro bono.
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The Goals of a Super User Network
Some firms are very ambitious when it comes to building and maintaining an SAP super user
network. At the other end of the spectrum are firms that put little effort into the subject once a
network has been established. The first and second goals listed below are fairly common to SAP
clients. The third and fourth are included only by ambitious groups.

As Julie worked closely with her firm’s business process owners, all four of these goals were on
the table.
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An End User Inventory Inspires Action
Given the volume (4,500 users) and geographic diversity (35 countries), Julie needed some way of
gaining insight into a) the levels of competency across the geographies, b) what assets were being used
to maintain end user competency and c) who might fill the role of super user going forward?
To gain this insight, we developed a simple survey on Survey Monkey that included:
•

Demographics (country/city, role, years of experience, years at Fluor, etc. No names were
asked for; the survey was anonymous)

•

Four simple queries regarding self-assessed competency, including features & functions,
navigation, query/reporting, and knowledge of the relevant business process (sample below):
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•

An inventory of assets utilized by the end users:

•

The opportunity to nominate up to two Super Users with a brief rating of why they should be
considered (functional expertise, mentoring/teaching skills, and understanding of the relevant
business process). Respondents were allowed to nominate themselves.

Julie started with an initial group of 416 end users involved in financials. "Fluor management wanted
to start with a pilot program," says Julie, "to gauge the interest level among its users and to see how
we could manage a Super User program with limited resources (i.e. myself and a handful of Business
Process Experts). The results of this input provided a foundation for action."
When the returns were in, we found that over-all scores relative to the four areas of competency were
encouraging:

Features &
Functions Navigation
6.9

6.9

Queries &
Reporting

Business
Process

6.6

7.0

Reminder: on the input scale, 6 = Fair skill & knowledge; 7 = Good skills and knowledge. Thus, these
scores are somewhat encouraging, especially when we consider that these users are scattered all
across the globe.
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However, some geographies were doing better than others:

…
This breakdown identified geographies where Super Users were most desperately needed and thus
provided a measure of priority planning. Beyond the Super User nominations, we also received an
inventory of assets used:

This result was encouraging in its indication that although the super user network was down, users still
gravitated to co-workers for much more of their support than, say, the help desk.
Armed with this information, Julie’s next step was to contact chosen Super User nominees to offer
them the role.
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This form provides a detailed activities profile for the prospective super or power users. While some
nominees declined, the majority of those invited accepted the role, many with great enthusiasm.
While a multitude of forms have arrived at a similar point in building a super user network, this is
where Julie and I knew that we had to go further with an eye upon authority and continuity. Julie
created the all-important license with these in mind.
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Note the last bullet point in Julie’s license: “Identify and mentor other Power Users, including their
own replacement.” This is intended to address the continuity issue which many training managers
have reported to be problematic.
Others firms address continuity in a more formal fashion by which each licensed super user also must
provide the names of two other nominee replacements. A training manager like Julie can thus keep
these on file and replace an outgoing super user (transferred, promoted, retired, quit…) with one of
these nominees (who must, of course, become licensed.) This provides a super user a “badge”.
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Socializing & Following
Julie describes what happened after the initial launch of the program:
“During 2011 each group of Super Users met on a quarterly basis
(via teleconference) to share best practices, provide input on
system enhancements and learn from business process experts.
These foam fingers were sent out to every Super User to put on
their cubicle wall/office door as a way to signify to their peers that
they are part of the program. It’s fun to walk the corridors and
see a number of these foam fingers popping up from cubicles.”
A few changes in participant numbers occurred during the year some left the program due to job reassignments (these people
were replaced with the assistance of those who left) and a
number of new Super Users were added in locations where gaps
were identified.
An exciting development at Fluor is the imminent launch of a
Super User program for Human Resources, based on the pilot
rollout of the Finance Super User program.”
Julie and I agree that there is a great benefit to be had among super users from a high level of
collaboration and socialization, most especially for a client like Fluor with a large user population across
a very diverse geography. Therefore, socialization methods and practices for super users will be a
continual subject in our ongoing research.

This brings us back to the beginning: assess/inventory.
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One Year On: The Overwhelming Benefits of a Thriving Super User
Network
In order to measure results of the first year after rebuilding a Super User network, we sent out an
updated survey and received input from 440 users. Once again, input was anonymous as our intent
was to reveal both strengths and weaknesses across the globe.
One of the key results is evidence of the positive effect of having a Super/Power user network. Using
a scale from 1 (weak) to 9 (strong), we asked each respondent to rate their competency across four
areas of expertise.

1 No usable skill or knowledge
2 Very little usable skill or knowledge
3 Little usable skill or knowledge
4 Some skill or knowledge
5 Basic skills only

6 Fair skills and knowledge
7 Good skills and knowledge
8 Very good skills and knowledge
9 Expert skills and knowledge

It should be noted that, given the above scale, the great preponderance of responses were in the range
of 4-8. Thus, these self-rating differences between the two groups (with or without an assigned power
user) are relatively HUGE and thus are a proof positive that super/power user presence is a boon.
On the other hand, Julie is understandably concerned that there are still too many users who do not
yet have a power user. Addressing this may require a second round of nominations or possibly the
extension of some of the power users' wingspans.
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Between these two results, we find more power user capacity than is being deployed.
Above and beyond end user self-assessed performance scores are the intangibles of unity, morale,
career path, and the like. And in this regard, the results are quite heartwarming as Fluor’s end users
are benefiting from Super/Power user presence in a very direct and encouraging fashion.
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These results from 196 users describe a dramatic improvement that extends beyond system use and
into the working environment as a whole and direct business improvement.

These results are even more dramatically positive for the 180 super/power users who replied:
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The “license” agreements are being respected…

…and super/power users are now getting involved in business process improvements.

Walk this back for a moment to the fact that among users and power users, more than 21% claim that
business people have noticed an improvement in business results stemming from system use.
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It is reasonable to conclude from this case study that the creation and maintenance of a well-defined
super user network does not require a significant budget and will provide dramatic and measurable
business benefit to an organization even as complex and wide-ranging as Fluor.
No one ever comes into work intending to do a lousy job. However, many thousands of SAP end users
come into work knowing they are not geared to do a good job. Some will reach out for help but many
others will keep quiet for fear of losing their jobs. Therefore, the clear improvements in morale and
understanding of a career path are the most gratifying.

Drivers at Work
OK, you were wondering about the title. It has been pointed out that there are only two industries that
refer to their ultimate clients as “users” and one of those industries is illegal.
Maybe it's time to rebrand since the term "user" does not truly reflect the importance of the role.
While directors, managers, and supervisors tend to believe that they are the "drivers" of business
processes, their roles are actually to direct, manage, and supervise those who truly drive the business
processes. But they are not behind the wheel. The end user is. Think of them from now on as the
process drivers. And henceforth provide them the support they merit.
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Michael Doane is a leading authority on enterprise applications, Mr. Doane has forty years of
business and information systems experience, including twenty-eight as a consultant and industry
analyst. He advises clients on strategies, implementation and integration, service provider
selection and management, and best practices and methods for deriving value from enterprise
applications investments.
In addition to prior roles as a practice lead at Grant Thornton and The Consulting Alliance, Mr.
Doane has directed several major consulting engagements for large systems integrators, most
notably in financials and logistics, in North America, Europe, and Asia. Prior to entering the world
of consulting, he was the European IS director for the Plessey Company Ltd. and for Ferry Peter,
a division of Wiggins Teape.
From 2001 to mid-2005, he was an industry analyst with META Group where he created and led
the Professional Services Strategies group and was a contributing member of the Enterprise
Applications Strategies group. He is widely published (including five books on SAP) and has led
more than seventy executive seminars on enterprise applications strategies and best practices.
Mr. Doane is the author of The SAP Blue Book, a Concise Business Guide to the World of SAP, and
The SAP Green Book, A Business Guide to Managing the SAP Lifecycle. He has led numerous
executive seminars in the U.S. and Europe on the subjects of implementation best practices,
return on information systems investments, and application lifecycle management.
Web: www.michaeldoane.com
Blog: http://sapsearchlight.blogspot.com/
Email: michael@michaeldoane.com

Both books are available through
SAP Press at www.sap-press.com

Fluor is a FORTUNE 500 company that delivers engineering, procurement,
construction, maintenance (EPCM), and project management to governments
and clients in diverse industries around the world.
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